Mariah put up a cautioning hand.
Marvin?

00 looked like (he/she)'d had the slats taken out of...
Mitch: "I don't know, I've never tried this country with any money in my pocket."
Lexa?

"I am so slow at this." (catching on to Mitch/Mariah?)
"Everything's complicated. So why shouldn't this be."
coin toss:
--Lexa/Mariah flip to have a kid w/ Mitch: he's good breeding stock
--Lexa flips coin on her own, whether to let Mariah have Mitch
--a coin isn't flipped, the final line is reversed to the world whirling like a flipped coin.
Lexa's future if she stays in Montana:

—cooking for dude ranch, or Boone & Crockett, or the Consvcy's Rennie buffalo range...
Lexa: "Mariah? What is it with you, a sweet tooth for newspaper guys?"